Goal of the course
Bioinformatics
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The course is addressed to students in life science (biology, biochemistry,
biomedical sciences).
Illustration of the main approaches in bioinformatics, on the basis of
concrete examples.
Practical training :
"

Introduction to the course

"

using bioinformatics tools to answer biological questions
Interpreting the results, learning to evaluate the reliability of predictions
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Some definitions of bioinformatics
Bioinformatics
!

What is Bioinformatics ?

Bioinformaticians define their own field in very different terms
1. “Bioinformatics is an integration of mathematical, statistical and computer methods to
analyse biological, biochemical and biophysical data”
• (Georgia Inst of Tech., USA)
• Personally, I quite agree with this definition, except that it puts the focus on the
data, rather than the questions.
2. “Bioinformatics is the study of biological information as is passes from its storage site
in the genome to the various gene products in the cell. !it involves the creating and
development of advanced information and computational technologies for problems in
molecular biology!”
• (Stanford University, USA)
• This definition is too restrictive: “gene product” restricts the scope to proteins
(alternatively, they have a wider idea of gene product, including enzymatic
products i.e. products of gene products, but anyway the definition is unclear).
3. “Bioinformatics specifically refers to the search and use of patterns and structure in
biological data and the development of new methods for database access.”
• (Virginia Inst Tech., USA)
• No doubt that this definition was written by a computer scientist, or an
informatician, but not by a bioinformatician.

Some more definitions ...
!
!

Some people make a distinction between “bioinformatics” and “computational biology”.
As far as I know, the two terms were originally used indifferently to denote the same
discipline, and the subsequent attempts to draw a boundary are somewhat arbitrary, and
useless.
1. Virginia Inst Tech., USA
• Bioinformatics specifically refers to the search and use of patterns and structure
in biological data and the development of new methods for database access.
• Computational biology is more frequently used to refer to physical and
mathematical simulation of biological processes
2. National Institute of Health (NIH), USA
• Bioinformatics : Research, development, or application of computational tools
and approaches for expanding the use of biological, medical, behavioral or health
data, including those to acquire, store, organize, archive, analyze, or visualize
such data.
• Computational Biology: The development and application of data-analytical and
theoretical methods, mathematical modeling and computational simulation
techniques to the study of biological, behavioral, and social systems. (Working
Definition of Bioinformatics and Computational Biology - July 17, 2000).
Source: http://www.bisti.nih.gov/

Bioinformatics – what for ?

Genome analysis

Transcriptome analysis
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!

!

!
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http://www.ensembl.org/Homo_sapiens/Location/Chromosome?r=20:31817450-31917450
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Gene expression is tightly regulated:
each gene is expressed at a specific level
depending on cell type, tissue, time, intraand extra-cellular conditions, !
Since 1997, microarray technologies
have been developed to monitor the
concentrations of all the RNAs of a cell.
Transcriptome is defined as the set of all
RNA molecules transcribed from the
genome.
Transcriptome analysis has been used
since 1997 to understand the
mechanisms of transcriptional regulation,
and for medical purposes (e.g. classifying
cancer types).
Figure: classification of acute
lymphoblastic leukemia subtypes (rows)
on the basis of gene expression profiles
(columns).

Clustering of COALL cases (n=190)

!
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Figure source: Den Boer et al. A subtype of childhood acute lymphoblastic
leukaemia with poor treatment outcome: a genome-wide classification study.
Sboner et al. Genome Biology 2011, 12:125
Lancet Oncol (2009) vol. 10 (2) pp. 125-34
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Example: summary view of Human
chromosome 22 (source: Ensembl
database).
Bioinformatics is used at all steps of
a genome sequencing project
"
Storage of the primary
sequences.
"
Assembly of chromosomal
sequences.
"
Prediction of gene locations.
"
Gene annotation (prediction of
their function on the basis of
their sequence or literature).
"
Chromosome composition (GC
content, inter-individual
variations, !).
"
!

Clustering of DCOG cases (n=107)

Subtype predictive gene-probe sets (n=110)
!
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Figure 2: Clustering of ALL subtypes by gene-expression profiles
Hierarchical clustering of patients from the COALL (left) and DCOG (right) studies with 110 gene-probe sets selecte
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*Patients with E2A-rearranged subclone (15–26% positive cells). †Right column of grey bar denotes BCR–ABL1-like
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to avoid overfitting of the data.14 The double-loop crossvalidation method used an inner loop to establish the
minimum number of probe sets needed to classify ALL
subtypes and an outer loop to determine the predictive
value of the constructed prediction model (classifier).
Figure 1 and the panel describe the classifier-building
approach. In short, the inner loop was applied to two-thirds
(n=130) of the COALL cohort to determine the number of
probe sets needed for the prediction of six known subtypes
Pre-NGS
Now
Future
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(Approximately 2020)
Figure 1. Contribution of different
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Etudes d’associations à l’échelle du génome complet

The “next generation sequencing” (NGS) era

Les technologies de
biopuces permettent de
caractériser à échelle
génomique les variations
inter-individuelles.!
Une étude a été menée sur
17.000 personnes afin
d’identifier les régions
génomiques associées à 7
maladies (2.000 patients
par maladie) par rapport à
un groupe de contrôle
(3.000 personnes).!
La figure synthétise les
résultats, en indiquant (en
vert) les SNPs associés de
façon significative à l’une
des maladies. !
"
Les zones bleues
représentent les
chromosomes.!
"
Chaque point vert
représente un SNP, et
sa la hauteur indique
la significativité.!
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Wellcome Trust Case Control Consortium (2007). Genome-wide association study of 14,000 cases of seven common
diseases and 3,000 shared controls. Nature 447, 661-78.

Sboner et al. Genome Biology 2011, 12:125
http://genomebiology.com/2011/12/8/125
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Figure 1. Contribution of different factors to the overall cost of a sequencing project across time. Left, the four-step process: (i) experimental
design and sample collection, (ii) sequencing, (iii) data reduction and management, and (iv) downstream analysis. Right, the changes over time
of relative impact of these four components of a sequencing experiment. BAM, Binary Sequence Alignment/Map; BED, Browser Extensible Data;
CRAM, compression algorithm; MRF, Mapped Read Format; NGS, next-generation sequencing; TAR, transcriptionally active region; VCF, Variant Call
Format.

Sboner et al. (2011) The real cost of sequencing: higher than you think!. Genome Biol 12: 125
Cost per Mb of DNA Sequence
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Figure 2. Cost of 1 MB of DNA sequencing. Decreasing cost of sequencing in the past 10 years compared with the expectation if it had followed
Moore’s law. Adapted from [11]. Cost was calculated in January of each year. MB, megabyte.

Sboner et al. (2011) The real cost of sequencing: higher than you think!. Genome Biol 12: 125

Figure from: Sboner et al. The real cost of sequencing: higher than you think!. Genome Biol (2011) vol. 12 (8) pp. 125
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Métagénomique - échantillonnage des génomes
Sample collection and
experimental design

Data management

The decrease of
sequencing cost is
accompanied by a
proportional increase
of the pre-processing
(sample collection) and
post-processing
(bioinformatics
analysis).
There is thus an
increasing need for
bioinformatics knowhow in all the
laboratories treating
next generation
sequencing data.

!

$10.00
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Cost of sequencing projects
!
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storage and computing costs
(Moore’s law).
Next Generation
Sequencing: in 2007, several
companies proposed new
technologies enabling a
much faster sequencing.
The cost of sequences now
decreases much faster than
the cost of computers.
We can foresee real
problems for storing and
analyzing the massive
amounts of sequences to be
produced.
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Figure 2. Cost of 1 MB of DNA sequencing. Decreasing cost of sequencing in the past 10 years compared with the expectation if it had followed
Moore’s law. Adapted from [11]. Cost was calculated in January of each year. MB, megabyte.

La métagénomique consiste à séquencer des échantillons provenant de divers
milieux (océans, flore intestinale, !) pour échantillonner les espèces vivantes
dans leur milieu naturel.
Exemple: l’expéditionTARA (http://oceans.taraexpeditions.org/) a échantillonné
de la biodiversité dans les eaux océaniques de 2010 à 2012. L’analyse de ces
échantillons poursuit son cours.
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Analysis of metabolic networks

Scope of bioinformatics (this is not exhaustive)
!

Storage and retrieval of biological data
Molecular structures

!

Sequence analysis

!

Genomics

!

"

"

"

Sequence alignments, database searches, motif detection
genome annotation, comparative genomics

!

Phylogeny
Functional genomics

!

Analysis of biochemical networks

!

"

"

Transcriptome, proteome, interactome
metabolic networks, regulatory networks

!

Systems biology

!

!

"

!

visualization and analysis, classification, prediction

Modelling and simulation of dynamical systems

Source: KEGG global map; http://www.genome.jp/kegg-bin/show_pathway?map01100

Multidisciplinarity

molecular
biology

genomics
mathematics

genetics

statistics

biochemistry

Bioinformatics – a fast evolving domain

bioinformatics
biophysics

algorithmics

evolution
image
analysis

Multidisciplinarity
!
!
!
!

Bioinformatics is intrinsically a multidisciplinary domain
Scientists can not be experts in all of these domains
Solution: multidisciplinary teams and/or multi-lab projects
Problems
"
"
"

"

Biologists (generally) hate statistics and computers
Computer scientists (generally) ignore statistics and biology
Statisticians and mathematicians (generally)
• speak a strange language for any other human being
• Spend their time writing formula everywhere
Complexity of the biological domain
• Each time you try to formulate a rule, there is a possible counter-example
• Even the definition of a single word requires a book rather than a sentence
(exercise: find a consensual definition of "gene")

numerical
analysis

data
management

Training
!
!
!

Multidisciplinarity requires communication
Communication requires a common vocabulary
Training purpose
"

"

"

!

Train students having a life science background to use existing methods of
bioinformatics, in order to analyze biological data.
Train computer scientists, mathematicians to understand biological data in order to
develop new analytical methods.
Train multidisciplinary scientists to invent new methods
(to become bioinformaticians).

Course typology
"
"
"
"

Short training course for life science scientists
1-year master in bioinformatics
2-year master in bioinformatics (e.g. France, UK, Belgium).
Complete cursus in bioinformatics (e.g. Germany, Mexico starting just after secondary
school)

Examples of applications
!

Research in biology
"
"
"

!

"

Progresses in biology/biophysics stimulated the incorporation of new methods in
bioinformatics
"

Diagnostic of cancers
Detecting genes involved in cancer

"

Pharmaceutical research
"
"

!

!

Molecular organization of the cell/organism
Development
Mechanisms of evolution

Medicine
"

!

From wet science to bioinformatics

"

mechanisms of drug action
drug target identification

Biotechnology
"
"
"

Gene therapy
Bioengineering
Biocleaning

"

"

High throughput technologies
!
!

Genome projects stimulated drastic improvement of sequencing technology
Post-genomic era
"
"

!

Genome sequence was not sufficient to predict gene function
This stimulated the development of new experimental methods
• transcriptomics (microarrays)
• proteomics (2-hybrid, mass spectrometry, ...)

"

!

!
!
!

!

Bioinformatics is essentially a science of inference
Any analysis of massive data will unavoidably generate a certain rate of errors
(false positives and false negatives).
Good research and development will include an evaluation of the error rates.
Good methods will minimize the error rate.
However, there is always a trade between specificity and sensitivity.

The availability of massive amounts of data enables to address questions that
could not even be imagined a few years ago
"
"

!
!

genome-scale measurement of transcriptional regulation
comparative genomics

Most of the downstream analyses require a good understanding of statistics
Warning: the global trends
"

The few real high throughput methods raised a fashion of "omics", which introduced
more confusion than progress
Some of the "omics" are not associated to any new/high throughput approach, this is
just a new name on a previous method, or on an abstract concept

The risks of inference
!

Large-scale analyses

Warning: the "omics" trends
"

Structure analysis (since the 50s)
• structure comparison
• structure prediction
Sequencing (since the 70s)
• Sequence alignment
• Sequence search in databases
Genomes (since the 90s)
• Genome annotation
• Comparative genomics
• Functional classifications (“ontologies”)
Transcriptome (since 1997)
• Multivariate analysis
Proteome (~ 2000)
• Network analysis

"

the capability to analyze large amounts of data presents a risk to remain at a
superficial level, or to be fooled by forgetting to check the pertinence of the results
(with some in-depth examples)
good news: this does not prevent the authors from publishing in highly quoted journals

Why to do bioinformatics then ?
!
!

In most cases, wet biology will be required afterwards to validate the predictions
Bioinformatics can
"
"

!

The biologist will often have to chose the appropriate degree of confidence,
depending on the trade between
"
"

!

reduce the universe of possibilities to a small set of testable predictions
assign a degree of confidence to each prediction

cost for validating predictions
benefit expected from the right predictions

Bioinformatics as in silico biology
"

"

Beyond its role in generating testable hypotheses for the biologist, bioinformatics also
allows to explore domains that can not be addressed experimentally.
A typical example is the study of past evolutionary events
• Phylogenetic inference and comparative genomics give us insights in the
mechanisms of evolution and in the past evolutionary events
• The time scale of these events is however so large (billions of years) that one
cannot conceive to reproduce the inferred events with experimental methods.
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All the slides available at: http://www.bioinfbook.org/

